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Shooter mcgavin quotes i eat pieces

From: Happy Gilmore Genre: Movies Who Said It?: Shooter McGavin Story after quote: I've already posted something about Happy Gilmore before so I won't go into much detail about the movie's plot. Basically Happy Gilmore is a former hockey player who becomes a golfer to earn enough money to reclaim his
grandmother's house. Still, like most movies, there is still a major antagonist. And this person is Shooter McGavin (played by Christopher McDonald). He hates Happy (played by Adam Sandler) because the former hockey player doesn't take golf seriously. The quote comes quite late for the movie. Shooter wins the
auction at Happy's house. To get your home back, Happy puts on a shooter. If Happy ranks higher than Shooter, he returns home. If Shooter defeats him, Happy will have to quit golf. After they agree to the terms, Shooter turns to the rival and delivers the quote. Happy laughs at what he said, especially with regard to his
apparent meal choices. Wisdom Geek: Always watch out for what you say to people. Even if they are supposed to be jokes, people may misunderstood their actual intentions. Sagittarius just wanted to emphasize that he would be able to beat Happy easily. But, because of his choice of words, Happy made it sound like
he eats crap every morning... Literally! So, when delivering messages, try to be as clear and detailed as possible. You never know how these things can be misinterpreted. Shooter McGavin: I eat pieces of like you for breakfast. Happy Gilmore: Do you eat pieces of for breakfast? Virginia: Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey! Want to
beat him? Beat him on the course. Happy Gilmore: That's right, I'm going to beat my ass on the course! Shooter McGavin: Yes, right. And Grizzly Adams had a beard. Lee Trevino: Grizzly Adams *don't* have a beard. [interview] Thank you, Doug. I saw Doug play yesterday. I have to tell you that this guy spends more
time on the sand than David Hasselhoff. [The shooter's ball lands on Mr. Larson's foot] Mr. Larson: That's two so far, Shooter.Shooter McGavin: Oh, you can count. Good for you. Mr Larson: And *you* can count on *me* -- waiting for *you* in the parking lot. Crowd: Ooooooh. Damn you folks. This is golf. Not a rock
concert. Shooter McGavin: I eat pieces of like you for breakfast. Happy Gilmore: [laughs] are you eat pieces of for breakfast? McGavin Shooter: No... I... Happy Gilmore: I got into this tournament for one reason: money. And now I have a new reason: kicking your ass! McGavin shooter: Well, I'd like to see you try it. Happy
Gilmore: [He picks up a bottle of beer and smashes it in half] Let's do it! Shooter McGavin: I meant on the golf course! Virginia: [to Shooter] Have you seen this? Shooter McGavin: Yes. Nice shot. Virginia: I just got hole-in-one on a *par four*! Shooter McGavin: I know. I just said I saw it. Virginia: [laughs] Oh, I hope he
wins. It's a publicist's dream. I mean a guy who could ball *that* away - oh, oh, can *really* attract a crowd. [Virginia leaves smiling] Shooter McGavin: [muttering] Do you know what else* can attract a crowd? A golfer with an arm growing out of his ass. Shooter McGavin: Just stay out of my way, or you'll pay, listen to
what I say. Happy Gilmore: Hey, why don't I have and eat some hay. I can lie down by the bay, do things out of clay, just maybe, what would you say? Damn you folks. Go back to your szanty. Happy Gilmore: Green jacket, gold jacket that gives you crap? Jeering Fan: You'll need a blanket and sun lotion because you'll
never get off this beach like you've never gotten into the NHL, ya JACKASS. Happy Gilmore: uh oh happy learned how to put Happy Gilmore: Uh oh, Happy learned to put. Happy Gilmore: The price is bad,. Mr. Larson: And you can count on me waiting for you in the parking lot! Potter: A lot of pressure. You have to rise
above it. You have to use good energy, block the bad ones. Use... Energy... Block... Bad. Feel the flow, feel it. It's round. It's like a carousel - you pay a quarter, you get on a horse. It goes up and down and around. Round... Wheel. With music, flow. All good things. Potter: A lot of pressure. You have to rise above it. You
have to use good energy, block the bad ones. Use... Energy... Block... Bad. Feel the flow, feel it. It's round. It's like a carousel - you pay a quarter, you get on a horse. It goes up and down and around. Round... Wheel. With music, flow. All good things. Happy Gilmore: Tap it. Chubbs: You were great there today. Happy
Gilmore: Thank you. Chubbs: But not so great. It was a lot of luck. Happy Gilmore: Some might call it luck. I like to call it.. [thinking] well, lucky, I think. So what? McGavin Shooter: You were great out there today. But not so great. It was a lot of luck. Chubbs: You were great there today. But not so great. It was a lot of
luck. Happy Gilmore: Some might call it luck. I like to call it.. [thinking] well, lucky, I think. So what? Mr. Larson: That's a twice-time shooter. Happy Gilmore: The price is bad,. Happy Gilmore: this is my baby puck I didn't ever touch my puck Happy Gilmore: It's my baby puck. Do you never touch my puck! Happy Gilmore:
(Turns Around) Psycho... Happy Gilmore: [reverses] Psycho... Happy Gilmore: I think I just killed that Mrs. Mister Mister. Hal (Nursing Home Orderly): Grandma: Can I please you with trouble with a warm glass of milk. It helps send me to sleep. Orderly: You can trouble me with a warm glass of SHUT THE HELL UP! Now
you will go to sleep, or I will put you to sleep. Grandma: Can I please you with trouble with a warm glass of milk. It helps send me to sleep. Hal (Nursing Home Tidy): You can trouble me with a warm glass of SHUT THE HELL UP! Now you will go to sleep, or I will put you to sleep. Happy Gilmore: Someone is closer!!!
Voice) Happy Gilmore: Someone is closer! Closer! Happy Gilmore Voice: You are the son of a ball! Why not just go home? It's your home! Are you too good for your home? Reply! SUCK MY WHITE ASS, BALL! Happy Gilmore: do you like eating pieces of for breakfast? Happy Gilmore: [laughs] Are you eat pieces of for
breakfast? Happy Gilmore: Your fingers hurt? Well, now the back will hurt, because i just pulled out the duty of the landscape. Anyone elses fingers hurt? Hal (Nursing Home Orderly): Well, now your back will hurt because you just pulled out the landscape duty. Someone's fingers hurt? Chubbs: Damn alligator bit his
hand! Chubbs: Damned alligator BIT my hand off! [Shows Happy his wooden hand] Happy Gilmore: Oh my gosh! Happy Gilmore: OH MY GOD! Happy Gilmore: The price is *wrong*, bitch! Happy Gilmore: The price is bad,. Happy Gilmore: Yours will die a clown!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Happy Gilmore: You'll die a clown! Happy
Gilmore: Shooter McGavin: You're in big trouble though, mate. I eat pieces of like you do for breakfast! Happy Gilmore: [laughs] Are you eat pieces of for breakfast? Shooter McGavin: [long pause] No! McGavin Shooter: Just stay out of my way... or you will pay! LISTEN to what I say! Happy Gilmore: Shooter McGavin:
Just stay out of my way... or you will pay! LISTEN to what I say! Happy Gilmore: Hey, why not just go eat hay, do things with clay, lay by the bay? Just maybe! What would I say? Happy Gilmore: Hey, why not just go eat hay, do things with clay, lay by the bay? Just maybe! What would I say? Happy Gilmore: Shooter
McGavin: You're in big trouble though, mate. I eat pieces of like you do for breakfast! Happy Gilmore: [laughs] Are you eat pieces of for breakfast? Shooter McGavin: [long pause] No! McGavin Shooter: You're in big trouble though, mate. I eat pieces of like you do for breakfast! Happy Gilmore: [laughs] Are you eat pieces
of for breakfast? Shooter McGavin: [to the audience] Damn people. This is golf. Not a rock concert. [In slow motion Happy hits the ball from a long distance. Soon after, the ball bounces green and rolls in the hole, making a hole in one. Crowd raging] Happy Gilmore : [screams] Shoots, shoots! [Happy turns to Chubbs]
Happy Gilmore : Oh, man. It was much easier than putting. I should just try to get the ball in one shot every time. Chubbs : Good plan. [Chubbs giggles as he pats Happy with a wooden hand. Two of them go away] Virginia : [to Shooter] Have you seen that? Shooter McGavin : Yes. Nice shot. Virginia: He just got hole-in-
one on *par four*! Shooter McGavin: I know. I just said I saw it. Virginia : [laughs] Oh, I hope *wins*. He is a publicist *dream*. I mean, a guy who could carry the ball *that* away - oh, he could *really* pull the crowd out. [Virginia leaves smiling] Shooter McGavin: [under his breath] Do you know what else * can attract a
crowd? Golfer with a growing arm jego tyłek. [Shooter następujące Virginia scowling] scowling] scowling]
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